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Abstract—The label propagation process, which is often used
to semantically annotate (tag) large amounts of multimedia data
assets must be fast, in order to be efficient. In this paper, a
novel facial images fast labeling method that is essentially a semi-
supervised face recognition approach, is presented. The proposed
method is based on the acceleration of a state of the art facial
identity label propagation technique. The new method is called
pruned label propagation due to the fact that the facial label
inference is conducted using a similarity matrix containing fewer
entries, namely the pairwise similarities that reside in the main
and the off-diagonals of this matrix. Experiments conducted
on facial image labeling in three stereoscopic movies, confirm
the increased labeling accuracy and the reduced computational
complexity of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the semantic annotation (tagging) [1], [2] of
large multimedia data archives is typically performed manually
by individual users (annotators). More specifically, the seman-
tic annotation of facial images with the names of the depicted
people is popular in social media sites, such as Flickr [3], and
Facebook (for images), or YouTube, Vimeo (for videos). Such
user-generated, facial image tags can be used in multimedia
content search, retrieval and browsing. Tagging facial images
in a video sequence is a time consuming task. Manual labeling
of people and their appearances in specific video frames or
shots can be used to initialize facial image labeling. Then, the
annotation of the rest of facial images can be based on label
propagation, which spreads labels from a small labeled facial
image dataset to a large unlabeled one. Label propagation can
be typically used when full manual annotation is prohibitively
slow and/or expensive. Essentially, facial label propagation is
a semi-supervised face recognition method. In this paper, we
propose an approach for the speedup of the state of the art
Multiple-graph Locality Preserving Projections - Cluster-based
Label Propagation (MLPP-CLP) method [4] by performing
approximate label propagation using a pruned facial image
similarity matrix.
Due to this fact, the proposed method is called pruned
label propagation. More specifically, instead of the full facial
image similarity matrix, only its main diagonal and some off-
diagonal entries are used, by exploiting the available temporal
ordering of facial images. The facial images are extracted by
performing automatic face detection and tracking in the two
views of a stereo video [4], resulting in the so called facial
image trajectories. Facial image trajectories consist of regions
of interest (ROIs) representing detected facial images of size
Nx × Ny pixels. Since the facial images resulting from the
face detector and the tracker are temporally ordered, image
similarities are calculated only for the temporally nearest
neighbors and are stored in a band around the main diagonal
of the similarity matrix.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides an overview of the state of the art MLPP-CLP label
propagation method [4]. Section III describes the details of the
proposed method. In Section IV we present the facial labeling
dataset and the experiments which have been conducted to
measure the facial recognition accuracy and the reduction in
computational complexity. Finally, conclusions are presented
in Section V.
II. MLPP-CLP FACIAL IMAGE LABEL PROPAGATION
A very short description of the MLPP-CLP approach is
presented in this section. The full algorithm can be found in
[4], [5].
Given a set of labeled facial images XL = {xi}mli=1 which
are assigned labels (actor names) from the set L = {lj}Qj=1
and a set of unlabeled data XU = {xi}mui=1, their union is
given by X = {x1, ...,xml ,xml+1, ...,xM},M = ml + mu
[6]. The objective of label propagation is to spread the facial
image labels in L from the set of the labeled images XL to
the set of the unlabeled images XU , while maintaining local
and global labeling consistency [7]. The information about the
initially (e.g. manually) labeled data is described by the M×Q
matrix Y, defined as:
Yij =
{
1, if node i is labeled as yi = j
0, otherwise. (1)
The algorithm begins with the construction of a facial image
similarity matrix W, as described in [5], which represents
the facial image similarity graph. More specifically, the edge
in the graph that connects the nodes (facial images) i and
j is assigned with a value Wij that indicates the nodes
similarity. This similarity is computed according to the heat
kernel equation:
Wij = e
−‖xi−xj‖
2
σ (2)
where σ is the mean edge length distance among neighbors.
The construction of such a matrix has computational complex-
ity and memory requirements of the order O(M2) even if an
k nearest neighbor (NN) matrix [4] is constructed.
The algorithm utilizes vectors fi, i = 1, ...,M that assign a
score for every possible actor label to facial image i, thus
defining the matrix F = [fT1 , ..., f
T
M ]
T ∈ RM×Q that is
calculated by minimizing [5]:
Q(F) =
1
2
tr(FTLF) + µtr((F− Y)T (F− Y)), (3)
where L = D−1/2(D − W)D−1/2 is the normalized facial
image similarity graph Laplacian, D is the diagonal matrix
having entries Dii =
∑
jWij and µ is a regularization
parameter. This minimization problem leads to the following
solution:
F = (1− a)(I− aS)−1Y, (4)
where a = 11+µ and:
S = D−1/2WD−1/2, (5)
The final facial image label (actor name) is assigned to facial
image i according to the following decision rule:
yi = argmax
j∈1,...,Q
Fij . (6)
The regularization framework (3) can be easily extended
to the case of label propagation on multiview facial images.
In this case, multiple graphs are constructed for the data,
one for each one of the K facial image representations (e.g.,
views) each of these graphs is represented by the correspoding
similarity matrix Wk, k = 1..K. In this case, the regularization
framework (3) takes the form:
Q(F, τ ) =
1
2
K∑
k=1
τktr(FTLkF)+µtr((F−Y)T (F−Y)), (7)
subject to the constraint:
K∑
k=1
τk = 1, (8)
that leads to the optimal solution for F:
F = (1− a)
(
I− a
∑
k
τkSk
)−1
Y. (9)
where τk, k = 1,...,K is the weight that corresponds to
the k-th data representation and Sk = D−1/2WkD−1/2. A
method for computing the weights τk called Multi-graph
Locality Preserving Projections (MLPP) was introduced in
[4]. It performs dimensionality reduction [8] of data with
multiple representations by constructing a single projection
matrix A for all data representations, while preserving the
data locality information in all representations and ensuring
additional pairwise similarity and dissimilarity constraints on
the data [9]. The weight τk of each data representation to
the construction of the projection matrix A are the optimal
weights for the label propagation cost function (7), given that
the data feature extraction was performed according to MLPP.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. Pruned Label Propagation
The proposed novel label propagation facial image tech-
nique employs a pruned facial image similarity matrix W.
Despite the fact that the proposed technique is a well known
method in mathematics (utilizing the band matrix for acceler-
ating the solution of a linear system), the temporal order of
the facial images in the facial image trajectories which are
derived from face detection and especially from face tracking
in consecutive frames, is exploited here. More specifically,
the rows/columns of the matrix correspond to the temporally
ordered facial images, i.e. the facial images in the sequence
they appear in the video. We assume that all images in a facial
image trajectory correspond to the same person and thus for
the label propagation we use only the first image of each tra-
jectory. The remaining images in each facial image trajectory
adopt the label assigned to the first image of the trajectory
by the label propagation procedure. The similarities of the
utilized images (in the main diagonal) and the temporally
nearest neighbours (in off-diagonals) are stored in the band
of the similarity matrix. To this end, the proposed method is
accomplished using the following approach.
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Fig. 1: (2N + 1)-band similarity matrix
The main diagonal Wii, i = 1, . . . ,M of the similarity
matrix consists of the similarities of facial images with them-
selves which is set equal to zero because there is no point to
conduct label propagation from a facial image to itself. Around
these diagonal elements, we calculate only the entries of the
N upper and lower diagonals that contain the similarities of
the temporally nearest neighbouring facial images, as shown
in Figure 1. The similarity matrix is computed according to
the Gaussian heat kernel equation:
Wij =

e−
‖xi−xj‖2
σ , i 6= j, xi, xj are k-NN
∈ N upper/lower diagonals
0, otherwise,
(10)
where xi,xj ∈ <M are the feature vectors of the i-th and
j-th facial images and σ is a diffusion parameter. Obviously,
Wij = Wji. Furthermore, for a band similarity matrix of the
form (10), S (5) is a band matrix as well.
The construction of a band similarity matrix has computa-
tional complexity O(2NM) ' O(NM), which is much less
than the computational complexity O(M2) of constructing a
full M ×M k nearest neighbors (NN) similarity matrix, since
N  M . The experiments have shown that the classification
accuracy using either the full (namely the k-NN similarity
matrix) or the band similarity matrix for label propagation is
approximately the same.
B. Computational Complexity Study
The creation of the matrix S according to (5) has complexity
O(M2) due to multiplication of the full matrix (W) with
diagonal matrices (D−1/2). Moreover, the label propagation
solution (4) employing matrix (I − aS) inversion has com-
plexity O(M3) [10] and multiplication with the matrix Y has
complexity O(M2Q). However, solution of (4) by inverting a
band matrix using connectivity of Schur’s complements [11]
has complexity O(M2N)+O(M2Q). The first term refers to
the inversion of the matrix (I − aS) whereas the second one
refers to the multiplication with matrix Y.
Thus, we can conclude that the computational complexity
of the proposed approach including the label propagation
procedure is O(M2+M2N+M2Q+NM) ' O(M2) which
is much smaller than the complexity of label propagation
involving the full similarity matrix O(M2 +M3 +M2Q +
M2) ' O(M3).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset and Method Application
Experimental evaluation of the proposed technique was per-
formed on facial image label propagation in three stereoscopic
full length movies having total duration 6 hours, 4 minutes and
16 seconds and 546,400 frames in total. Person identity (label)
propagation was performed on the facial images that appear
in the two (left, right) video channels of these movies. Firstly,
dimensionality reduction according to MLPP [4] method, is
applied to the facial image regions of interest (ROI) in each
channel separately. The data dimensionality is reduced from
1271 (for a facial image region of size 41 × 31 pixels) to
75 dimensions. Then, the label propagation is performed. For
label propagation initialization, the method in [4], that involves
K-means clustering, was used and only 5% of the facial images
were manually labeled. As we have two (K = 2) different
data representations on stereo video namely the left and right
stereo channels, late fusion [4] of two data representations
was performed. The band similarity matrix was computed
according to (10).
From the facial images extracted using the face detector [12]
and the single channel face tracker [13] only the first image
from each facial trajectory has been used in the dataset. In
total, 13850 images were used from the three movies, namely
5398, 3498 and 4954 facial images, respectively.
B. Pruned Label Propagation Performance
In this section, we examine the effect of similarity matrix
pruning on label propagation, measured by the obtained face
recognition accuracy.
Figure 2 displays face recognition accuracy versus the
percentage of the retained entries of the full similarity matrix
αp =
2NM
M2 =
2N
M . The horizontal lines show the classification
accuracy of the full similarity matrix MLPP-CLP [4] method,
which does not depend on ap. This figure shows that the
classification accuracy of the pruned label propagation in
one of the three movies (Movie 3) outperforms the classical
MLPP-CLP method for most values of ap most probably due
to the fact that the similarity matrix pruning removes noise
(semantically-unrelated facial images) from the graph which
represents the similarity matrix. For the other two movies the
proposed approach has almost equal (Movie 2) or similar but
inferior performance (Movie 1) to the MLPP-CLP method,
for certain values of ap. Moreover, we can notice that the
classification accuracy for one movie (Movie 1) increases
as the percentage ap increases. However, in Movies 2, 3,
the classification accuracy decreases after a value of the ap
(namely ap = 0.15 in Movie 2 and ap = 0.2 in Movie 3).
This can be attributed to the introduction of similarity matrix
entries which offer additional useful information until a point
(value of ap). After this point, the additional entries correspond
to noise and, as a result, the classification accuracy decreases.
Regarding computational complexity, let Tf , Tp be the ex-
ecution time for the calculation of the full and the band
similarity matrix, respectively for the three movies. Figure
3 shows plots of the ratio r1 =
Tf
Tp
versus the percentage
of the retained entries around the main diagonal (ap) for
the three movies. As the r1 is always bigger than one,
pruning accelerates similarity matrix construction. Moreover,
r1 decreases towards one as ap increases which is expected
since as ap tends to one, the pruned similarity matrix tends
to the full matrix. As can be also observed in Figure 3 the
computational savings for ap values that provide best classi-
fication accuracy results, e.g. ap = 0.15, 0.2 are significant
(almost 6.94 and 5.36 times faster respectively). The plots
follow very well the theoretical relation between r1 and ap
which is r1 =
Tf
Tp
= M
2
2MN =
M
2N =
1
ap
.
Moreover, let TLPf , TLPp be the execution time of the
label propagation procedure involving the full and the pruned
similarity matrix as described in (4). Figure 4 shows the
ratio r2 =
TLPf+Tf
TLPp+Tp
, of the total execution times TLPf + Tf
and TLPp + Tp versus the percentage of retained entries ap.
One can notice that the total matrix construction and label
propagation execution time is considerably smaller for the
proposed pruning method. The noticed speedup of the whole
label propagation procedure including the construction time
of the similarity matrix compared to the full similarity matrix
approach is for example almost 4.07-3.84 in Movie 3 for
values ap = 0.15, 0.2 in which the best recognition accuracy
is presented.
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Fig. 2: Face recognition accuracy vs approximation percentage
(percentage of retained similarity matrix entries).
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel method for propagating person identity
labels on facial images extracted from stereo videos was
introduced. The proposed method which operates on multime-
dia data with multiple representations, is called pruned label
propagation and acts as a fast facial image labeling method.
Experiments on a data set consisting of facial images extracted
from three stereo movies show that a significant speedup is
obtained by creating a band similarity matrix, which contains
fewer pairwise facial image similarities. Such a speedup is
also achieved in many cases by an increase in the recognition
accuracy as the similarity matrix pruning acts as denoising
filter upon this matrix.
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